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Chair Occupancy Sensor
Overview
The Chair Occupancy Sensor is placed out of sight under the cushion of a chair. It
can send an alert immediately when an individual leaves the chair, indicating a
possible fall. Alternatively, it can be programmed to send the alert only if the
individual does not return within a reasonable time.
This device can be used on its own or installed as part of an integrated telecare
system.

How it works
The Chair Occupancy Sensor can operate in a number of ways specific to an
individual’s unique set of requirements:
1.
2.
3.

The device can automatically sound an attached buzzer as soon as a person

leaves the chair. An onsite carer can then ensure the individual is safe.
Similarly, it can be used with a radio trigger which means the buzzer will
sound up to 200meters away, in-house or to a neighbouring home.
Finally, with any of the above options or as an alternative, the system can be
used with one of our CareLink two-way speech units. This means staff at our
24/7 CareLink Monitoring Centre can talk with the individual through the
CareLink two-way speech unit and arrange for help if needed.

An additional option is to have the device automatically switch on a light when
the person gets off the chair. This can help to minimise the risk of having a fall if
the room is not adequately lit.
Alternatively we can supply fully compatible replacement Chair Occupancy
Sensors for your existing NurseCall system.

Benefits
Reduces the possibility of an individual falling and being left lying on the floor
indefinitely. Supports independent living.

Warranty
Chair Occupancy Pad – 1 Year Warranty
CareLink two-way speech unit – Lifetime Warranty
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